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To Whom It May Concern:

I would like to provide my very highest endorsement of Jake Babcock. I had the pleasure
of coaching Jake for two years as the head coach for Houghton High School varsity boy's
basketball. I hold Jake in the highest of regards. He is a passionate individual, a leader, and has
impeccable character. ln short, he's one of the finest young men I know.

This is not going to be your average recommendation letter. Instead of bragging about all
of Jake's great qualities (which would take me days), I'm going to discuss my worst moment
with Jake. This may seem odd, but this is the only way I can explain why I hold Jake in such
high regard. Jake was an outstanding basketball player and was one of the best I've ever had.
He could shoot, dribble, pass, play defense... he had it all. However, Jake had one flaw - the
tendency to be tardy once in a while. The problem became a real issue his senior year. He and I
had conversations about this problem and it would often result in some extra running in practice
for him. Eventually, there was a break point and one day he showed up late for practice and I
blew gp! I lashed out at him in front of the team and did not start him in the next game. I could
tell from the ensuing days that Jake did not like how I handled the situation. I know he did not
believe the punishment fit the crime, and I could tell he didn't see the big picture.

After that moment Jake was always on time, but I could still sense a little friction
between the two of us. This friction again was ignited near the end of Jake's senior season. The
team was playing very inconsistently and I didn't feel Jake was playing to his potential. Similar
to earlier in the season, I came down hard on Jake in a practice and was highly critical of him in
front of his peers. To this day, I have to admit I've never come down so hard on a player as I did
with Jake in that practice. I knew this strategy was a gamble... it would either unite Jake and the
team, or it was going to cause Jake to recoil even more and the team to self destruct. Fortunately,
Jake rose to the challenges I presented and united the team. He led us to victory in 6 out of our
nextT games, including a district championship that no one thought we would win. Jake was
near perfect in that final stretch, and I use him as an example every year of how one should
respond to adversity and challenges.

Telling that story is the only way I can show what an outstanding person Jake is, and
here's why. Two years after Jake graduated I received a letter out of the blue from Jake. He
asked me to read it to the team, and with his permission I'd like to share it with you.

"In my high school days I was very stubborn. A lot of times, I thought I knew everything. I am
sure some of you may deny it, but you are the exact same way.

My senior year, there is one practice that would change me forever. It was the second practice
inarowthat lshowedupatprec ise ly5: lTwhenweweresupposedtoarr iveat5:15.  Iwouldbe
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kicked out of this practice shortly into it, and was able to return a little later. The rest of
practice I was ripped into, and completely torn apart. After this practice, I started to totally
avoid Coach.

I realize now if you ever have anything you need to talk about, or get off your shoulders you have
to know that Coach will always be there for you. If you don't talk to him, things will just get
worse. It is not acceptable to show up late. Make a good impression, and show up 5 minutes
early. I realized, with many situations, it's about the little things.

I now realize that in that practice Coach was trying to see wltat I was made of. How bad did I
want it? If coach ever gets mad, you have to realize that he has a purpose for everything does. If
he criticizes you, take that criticism and learnfrom it. He loves every single one of you, and
wants to make you the best people, and basketball players that you can be. This upcoming
season, it doesn't matter whether you are 6 ' I0' or 5 '7 ', a starter or the last player off the
bench, I guarantee you Coach Carter will push you to your limits, and breaking points. This
won't always be fun! I used to think that basketball should always be fun. However, I now know
that there are sacrifices you have to make if you want to be the best. What are you willing to
sacrifice? How badly do you want it?

Realize all of this now, and not one day like I did. Make sacrifices, listen to Coach, and do
everything possible you can to help the team in a positive way. Don't be like me and realize one
day that you could have done more. Everyday I wish I could have the opportunity to change how
I handled things. Get it done right thefirst time."

ln all of my years of coaching, I have never been so moved by a player's words. That letter
meant more to me than any win we've ever gotten on the court. Jake matured in a way that
makes me so proud to say I was his coach. I have a tremendous amount of respect for Jake, and I
would not hesitate to recommend him for any endeavor he wishes to pursue. He is hard working,
sincere, loyal, dependable, kind, and a great leader! In fact, I asked Jake to help out as an
assistant coach this past November and December while he was between his internship and the
2008 spring semester at Ferris State University.

Please call me at anytime to discuss Jake. He is an outstanding young man. My home number is
906-483-0034 and my work number is 906-487-2715.
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